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The Basque Country, located at
the centre of the Atlantic Axis,
offers a magnificent opportunity
for studying, leisure and working,
in a friendly and safe environment.

A temperate climate, a powerful
natural landscape. Our customs, culture and
gastronomy make us an unbeatable choice.

In short:
· A welcoming location
· A place to study, research, work
· A place to live

7,234 km2

2,200,000 hab.

EUSKADI
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Bilbao-Bilbo 

350,000 hab.

Donostia-San Sebastián

182,000 hab.

Vitoria-Gasteiz

240,000 hab.
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The Basque people has one of 
Europe’s oldest cultures,
a culture that fills us with pride.

It is the source of very specific values, a special 
way of looking at and understanding life, an honest
way of facing the challenges that are to come.

Values that are the necessary drive to advance 
down the path set and to remain faithful to our
convictions.

We combine the preservation of the Basque 
language, a millenary language, with a long 
industrial tradition and a top-level public
university system.

42%
BILINGUALISM

Of Basque speakers
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THIS IS OUR OUR

CHARACTER STYLE
direct,

enterprising,
dynamic,
solidary,

but also friendly, 
generous...

determined,
strong,
loyal,

with principles,
... open.
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Today, the economic development 
of our country is founded on a 
commitment to technology, 
quality services, innovation
and knowledge.

In this context, the contribution of our university,
the University of the Basque Country, is fundamental.

The professionals we train have been at the forefront of the 
economic, social and cultural development of our country, 
leading its scientific and technological research, as well as 
its higher education.

BASQUE ECONOMY

66,943,073,000 €
2014 GDP

1,3% 123%

3,8 25%
Year-on-yearincrease

GDP per capita

Of theEU averageof 100

R&D&I 
expenditureas 
% of GDP

Of peoplewith
higherdegrees
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Choosing Eduardo Chillida
to design the emblem of our
university was one of our 
earliest good decisions.

Evoking the Tree of Science, 
our symbol projects out to the 
world the fruits of knowledge. 
This image
condenses the university’s 
spirit, a university created as a 
social service.

Chillida, one of the most 
universal Basque artists, 
embodies in the strength of his 
work the character
and the values that identify us 
as a society, as a country, as a 
university.

Chillida’s work is full of power,
determination and a constant
search for an ideal that is yet to 
be reached...

As attested by the motto
accompanying the emblem:

Eman ta zabal zazu.
Create knowledge and disseminate it.

UPV / EHU | OUR UNIVERSITY, YOUR UNIVERSITY.
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We believe in the capacity for transformation 
of the university and in the responsibility it has
towards society.

We believe in a university that researches and 
innovates, with a strong involvement in the 
industrial fabric and with close ties to
technology and research centres.

We believe that our students must acquire the 
knowledge and the tools necessary to build an
advanced, egalitarian, balanced, committed 
and enterprising society.

To achieve it, the University of the Basque 
Country , comprising three campuses in Álava, 
Biscay and Gipuzkoa,  offers a framework for
studying, for research, which strives at all times 
for excellence, constant improvement, and 
capable of materialising its efforts.

We are working
towards that goal

3 45,000
5,400 1,800

UPV/EHU

campuses students

Teachersand researcherd professionals
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The University of the Basque Country offers its 
students highly specialised and competitive 
graduate and postgraduate
degrees in all fields of knowledge.

It is the leading research institution in its 
region, placing it among the world’s 500 top 
universities, according to Shanghai Ranking.

Along with teaching and research,
the University of the Basque Country 
promotes the arts and social 
responsibility, it encourages 
entrepreneurship and has an influence 
on the most current political and social 
debates.

ACADEMIC OFFER

Degree courses 
in all fields 
of knowledge

PhD programmes
In Basque, Spanish and 
English

Masters 
degrees70

65
120
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Over 300,000 professionals from all fields of 
knowledge
have already graduated from our university, people who 
hold positions of responsibility in companies, 
administrations, universities and social organisations.

This is in addition to a singular teaching project, the IKD 
model,  a model that promotes autonomy in
learning but which demands, at the same time, greater 
requirements of the students.

290 10
01 +35

45%
+650 500

RESEARCH

Structure Production

Industrial leadership Quality

Internationalisation

Employment Among the top

Research
groups

Theses weekly, of 
wich 3 are 
international

tesis weekly,
with socio-
economic agents

Articles per week,
In journals in the first 
quartile (Q1)

of the publications in competitive journals (WoS
and Scopus) are the result of international 
collaboration

We train and hire 
more than 650 
people annually

universities 
according to 
Shanghai 
Ranking
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Basque, Spanish and English, progressively
included, are our three working languages.

We have promoted, along with the University of Bordeaux, 
Europe’s first cross-border campus.

We also liaise with other academic institutions around the world 
and lead a network of master’s and PhD degrees with 
universities in 12 Latin American countries.

+1,500
INTERNATIONAL MOBILITY

mobility agreements with 
institutions of 60 countries

Students
sent

Students
received

Erasmus programme

Latin America and other destinations
Students
sent

Students 
received

Language courses for visiting students

Buddy programme

1,000
+300 +200

475
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EMAN TA 
ZABAL ZAZU.

But our work does not end here.
The University of the Basque
Country,  has a commitment to
society as a whole.

That is our commitment:

A UNIVERSITY
COMMITTED
TO  YOU
AND TO ITS
SURROUNDINGS

Nothing makes us prouder 
than helping to build the 
country we want to live in.

Nothing makes us prouder 
than sharing what makes us 
special.

There is nothing we would 
like more than to count on 
you to continue along our 
path...
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BASQUE  YOURSELF!
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